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Fig 1: The burnt-out wreckage of Saudi Airlines Flight 163 remained at Riyadh airport for some
time. The engines were removed after the accident. (Photo: Michael Busby)
Abstract
This re-analysis of the accident has been carried out after receipt of new information, from someone
close to a member of the investigation team acting as intermediary, which explains significant gaps in
the 1982 official report that left many questions unanswered. It intended that this now provides a
definitive explanation of the events that led to this tragedy.
On 19th August 1980, 301 passengers and crew died on a taxiway at Riyadh airport. Their Saudi Airlines
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar, flight Saudia 163, had taken off from Riyadh less than an hour previously but
had turned back after a fire was detected in a cargo hold. Despite various aircraft systems being
affected by the fire, the Captain landed the aircraft back at Riyadh successfully. However, instead of
an emergency stop, the aircraft travelled the full length of the runway before turning onto a taxiway
and at last coming to rest. No evacuation occurred and all on board died of smoke inhalation.
The accident report, published in 1982, blamed the Captain for failing to bring the aircraft to a rapid
halt, and for failing to initiate evacuation. Although the official report mentioned some technical
problems, the significance of these problems to the accident was not adequately explained. The
problems included partial failures of hydraulic systems and cabin ventilation.
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1. Introduction
One of the worst civil aviation accidents of all time, and one of the most bizarre, occurred at Riyadh
International Airport, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on 19th August 1980, when fire broke out on board Saudi
Arabian Airlines (or ‘Saudia’) Flight 163, a Lockheed L1011 Tristar. All 301 passengers and crew died
from smoke inhalation (carbon monoxide poisoning) while the plane was on the airport taxiway after
an in-flight onboard fire that had led to an emergency landing. All aboard appear to have been alive
at touchdown but died during or after a protracted landing rollout. The official report 1 into the
accident leaves many important issues open, especially the sequence of events after touchdown, and
placed most of the blame on the Captain. New information on the landing rollout is now available and
is reported here. Deaths of all on board can be attributed to hydraulic failure (which led to wheel brake
failure), and to closure of both fuselage air outflow valves which led to (a) a build-up of toxic fumes
and (b) cabin overpressure which prevented evacuation. Both these conditions arose because of
errors by the Flight Engineer.

2. Aircrew and passengers
All three of the flight crew of Saudi Airlines 163 had decidedly unimpressive training records. Captain
Mohammed Ali Khowyter was aged 38 and had worked for Saudi Arabian Airlines since 1965. The
official accident report notes that he was ‘slow to learn’, needed more training than was normally
required, failed recurrent training, and had problems in upgrading to new aircraft. He was
nevertheless highly experienced with 7674 flying hours, including 388 hours on Tristars.
First Officer Sami Abdullah Hasanain was aged 26 and had worked for Saudi Airlines continuously since
1977, and previously as a trainee in 1974-1975. He had first qualified on Lockheed Tristars only eleven
days before the accident. During initial flying school training in 1975 in Florida the flight school had
telexed Saudi Airlines advising of ‘poor progress’ and requesting advice about whether he should
continue with the training programme. He was then dropped from the training programme on 31st
October 1975. On 13th March 1977 he was re-instated into pilot training as ‘a result of committee
action’; the exact meaning of this is unclear.
Flight Engineer Bradley Curtis, aged 42, had a curious CV. He had worked for Saudi Arabian Airlines
since 1974. He was a pilot who had been qualified as a Captain on Douglas DC-3 Dakotas. In 1975 he
was assigned to transition training to be a Captain of Boeing 737s, but his training was terminated
because of ‘Progress Unsatisfactory’ as either a Captain or a First Officer. Eventually, after further
training, he was declared ready for work as First Officer on Boeing 737s, but following a check on 30th
March 1978 he was recommended for removal from flying status. He was sent a letter of termination
on 14th May 1978. Curtis then offered to pay for his own training to become a Flight Engineer on
Boeing 707s. This offer was accepted by the airline, and he began work as a Flight Engineer onboard
Boeing 707s on 24th January 1979. He later retrained as a Flight Engineer on Lockheed Tristars, being
cleared for duty on 20th May 1980. Curtis was found unsuitable to be a flight engineer during initial
flight engineer training at Lockheed’s Palmdale Tristar simulator. Both Curtis and Saudia were notified

1

Presidency of Civil Aviation, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, Aircraft Accident Report, Saudi Arabian Airlines Lockheed L1011 HZ-AHK, August 19th 1980”, 16th January 1982. This is referred to throughout as ‘the official report’.
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by Lockheed of his confusion during routine drills. The Saudi official accident report states that Curtis
may have been dyslexic; during the accident, this affliction may have affected his ability to locate or
process the correct emergency procedures.
Flight 163 had flown from Karachi, Pakistan. After a stopover at Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, it took off again
at 1807 hours2, carrying mostly pilgrims on their way to Mecca for Hajj. The plane was carrying 287
passengers including 14 children, and 14 crew members including 11 cabin attendants.
Many of the passengers were poor Pakistanis and Bedouin, who had never flown before. Because they
were on pilgrimage, many had brought their own cooking utensils, stoves and gas bottles on board
with them. This would have been illegal, so these must somehow have been smuggled aboard, or else
the pre-flight checks and security were very lax. Gas bottles were subsequently found in the plane
wreckage. However, the gas bottles found in the cabin were not the cause of the initial fire, which was
most likely from baggage on the forward left side of the aft (C-3) cargo hold. The hold baggage integrity
was violated during removal of bodies, so the exact source of the fire remained uncertain.

3. The accident sequence
At 1814:53, some seven minutes after take-off from Riyadh and while still climbing at about 15000
feet, a smoke detector alarm came up indicating smoke in the aft cargo hold, followed at 1815:55 by
a second smoke alarm in the same aft hold. Captain Khowyter said at 1815:59, “So, we got to be
turning back, right?” but he did not immediately turn the aircraft around. Captain Khowyter asked
Flight Engineer Curtis to check the procedure for smoke alarms at 1816:18. Curtis could not find the
procedure.
•

There were three relevant checklists – Normal, Abnormal and Emergency. These checklists
were all within easy access of all three crew members in holders above the centre instrument
panel and at the flight engineer’s station, yet Curtis was looking in the Flight Handbook. Smoke
or fire on an aircraft is clearly an emergency.

With both alarms indicating smoke, the Emergency Procedure checklist called for the alarm to be
treated as genuine, with the plane to land at the nearest possible airport. Khowyter seemed to know
this but, for some unknown reason, he in effect delegated (“So, we got to be turning back, right?”) to
Curtis the responsibility for making the key ‘turnaround’ decision.
After 1815:55, Flight Engineer Curtis spent some time carrying out tests of the alarms in the cargo
hold. The affected cargo hold was certified to carry live animals, with fresh air circulation in the hold.
•

The control logic was such that fresh air circulation was stopped, to seal the hold. However,
by repeatedly testing (exercising) the alarms, Curtis was allowing more fresh air to enter the
hold, which may have helped the fire develop.

The plane continued its climb to cruise altitude. After more discussion between the Captain and the
Flight Engineer, Curtis offered, at 1819:26, to go back in the passenger cabin to see if he could smell

2

All times are GMT. Local time is GMT+3 hours, so all events here took place after dark.
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anything. After less than a minute, at 1820:16, Curtis returned to the cockpit, “We’ve got a fire back
there.”
Finally, at 1820:27, Riyadh airport was told “One six three, we’re coming back to Riyadh”, and it was
only at this point, some five and a half minutes after the first smoke alarm, that the plane was turned
round and began its descent back to Riyadh. Ten seconds later (1820.37) there was a radio message
to Riyadh to say there was fire in the cabin “…and please alert the fire trucks”. The plane was about
80 miles from Riyadh, at 22540 feet. Riyadh airport responded with clearance to “descend at any
altitude you want”. Khowyter adjusted the speed brake handle (spoilers) to about mid position and
began a rapid descent (Supplementary Materials G).
•

•

•

It seems possible (conjecture) that Curtis closed the forward fuselage outflow valve (Fig.2c) at
about this point, i.e. after he had returned to his seat from investigating whether there was
smoke in the passenger cabin. This was done by selecting ‘manual’ and ‘closed’ on the cabin
pressure control panel (Fig.2b). Curtis’ intent was probably to improve smoke clearance from
the rear of the aircraft, although the smoke removal procedure called for both outflow valves
to be open. He did not tell Khowyter he had done this (as he should have done). The aft valve
may also have been selected to ‘manual’ at this point, although left open.
After the accident, the cabin pressure control panel (Fig.2b) was found with both forward and
aft valves closed and set to manual (‘MNL’). This is not discussed in the official report. The
Tristar Flight Handbook (section 5.06.04) says there is no automatic opening of the outflow
valves on touchdown in standby (STBY) or manual (MNL) modes. This is not discussed in the
official report.
There was a smoke trail/mark from the aft valve, but not the forward valve, which indicates
that the forward valve was closed at an early stage of the emergency. This is not discussed in
the official report.

The aircraft descended rapidly to Riyadh, initially at about 4000 feet per minute. During the descent
there was mayhem going on in the passenger cabin as smoke became thicker. There were warnings
to the flight crew of panic in the passenger cabin (1822:08, 1826:42), attempts to fight fire (1825:41,
1826:53), more smoke alarms (1824:16), and requests for passengers to remain seated (or otherwise
not to panic) (1824:59, 1827:16, 1827:40, 1828:40, 1830:27, 1830:56, 1833:08, 1834:25, 1834:53). In
the cockpit they had concerns about whether an emergency had been declared at Riyadh airport
(1822:50), and pre-landing checks.
At 1825.59, Riyadh control tower was advised “We have an actual fire in the cabin now”. At 1826.42,
a cabin crew member reported, “There is no way I can go to the back aft the L-2 and R-2 (doors)
because people are fighting in the aisles”.
Engine number two throttle jammed at 1826:53 because, apparently, control cables were burned
through. It was shut down during final approach (1832.52).
At 1828.54, Riyadh control tower was asked “Please advise fire trucks to be at tail of the airplane after
touch(down), please”. This implies that Khowyter was intending to carry out an emergency stop and
evacuation.
Throughout the approach, Captain Khowyter was flying the plane himself. First Officer Hasanain had
only qualified eleven days previously, and he took little part in the entire emergency.
5|Page
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At 1832:10, while still airborne, Flight Engineer Curtis asked Captain Khowyter, “Do you want us to
evacuate passengers, Captain?” Khowyter replied “What?” Curtis repeated, “Do you want us to
evacuate the passengers as soon as we stop?” Khowyter did not reply.
At 1832:22 Curtis advised “Area duct overheat”, an abnormal event. The pneumatic ducting inside and
outside the fuselage has dual heat sensor loops along its entire routing. These sensors advise the crew
should any pneumatic leakage occur. The hot air provided by the engines is about 40 psi and 200-250
degrees C. The overheat warning may have been an indication of spreading fire.
Curtis said at 1834:04 that “The girls have demonstrated impact position”.
•

At 1834.40, the aircraft was below 1000 feet. At this point, Curtis should have depressurised
the aircraft by opening both outflow valves fully. He did not do so. This is not discussed in the
official report.

Curtis again said to Khowyter at 1835:17 “The girls wanted to know if you want to evacuate the
airplane.” Khowyter replied apparently in a noncommittal way, “Okay, huh.” Curtis repeated the
question but Khowyter did not answer. Hence, Curtis had asked Khowyter four times about evacuation
without receiving a clear response.
•

These repeated questions were perhaps an unnecessary diversion at this stage. Khowyter’s
workload was extremely high (see Supplementary Materials A and F). In principle, he should
have been trying to follow a number of abnormal procedures simultaneously (smoke alarms,
area duct overheat, #2 engine shutdown), while the aircraft was on final approach, with a fire
on board, and with panicking passengers.

Up until this point, the situation was still potentially going to end without disaster although, at
1835:57, Captain Khowyter announced, “Tell them, tell them not to evacuate” for reasons that are
unknown. He may (conjecture) have meant “….until I tell you to do so.”
•

An emergency evacuation from a Tristar involved long slides and may have led to injuries
amongst panicked passengers. This may explain Khowyter’s cautious approach to emergency
evacuation.

The last known communication from the passenger cabin was at 1836:09, when a member of the cabin
crew warned passengers to adopt the ‘brace’ position for landing.
Landing was at 1836:24 and was reported by witnesses to be normal. The official report notes that
witnesses saw smoke coming from the rear of the aircraft during final approach (confirmed after the
accident by smoke marks found trailing from the aft air outflow valve), but no smoke was observed
coming from the aircraft as it moved down the runway.
•

This indicates that the aft outflow valve was closed at about the time of landing, although this
aspect is not discussed in the official report. It is proposed above that Curtis had previously
manually closed the forward outflow valve to try to clear smoke from the rear of the passenger
cabin. Curtis should have left both the outflow valves open to aid smoke clearance, and he
should have opened both valves fully as they passed 1000 feet on descent to depressurise the
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aircraft. Closure of both the outflow valves while the air packs (i.e. the air conditioning units)
were still operating meant that the cabin remained pressurised following landing. See Fig.2a.
After closure of the aft outflow valve there will have been negligible air change within the
aircraft, and fumes will have built up rapidly. Pressure will also have built up within the cabin
– enough to make it impossible to open the exit doors. We cannot know why Curtis closed the
aft outflow valve - this action was abnormal and would not have received Khowyter’s
approval. The official report does not discuss the closure of the aft outflow valve or its
implications.
The cockpit voice recorder, was situated at the back of the aircraft, stopped just before landing.
Thereafter, the only recorded communications are exchanges with the control tower.
Captain Khowyter did not bring the aircraft to an emergency stop. Instead, the plane taxied for more
than 2 minutes, eventually coming to a halt after completing a 180o turn onto the taxiway at about
1838:34.
•

The turn onto the taxiway was performed at high speed, as evidenced by rubber trails on the
surface, and high lateral acceleration recorded in the data recorder, as discussed below. This
is not discussed in the official report.

The long landing roll and delayed engine shutdown might perhaps suggest that the flight crew had
been affected by noxious gases. However Khowyter executed a precise 180o degree turn onto the
taxiway, and the last transmission from the cockpit at 1840:33 (“Affirmative, we are trying to evacuate
now”) was given calmly and clearly one and a half minutes after the aircraft stopped moving. This does
not suggest that noxious gases were impairing his judgment.
All the above leads to no firm conclusions regarding the long landing roll and failure to evacuate the
aircraft promptly. The official report considers the source of the fire at some length, but glosses over
the prolonged landing roll and the delay before engine stop.
Other than occasional communications with the control tower, the only information about the landing
roll comes from the flight data recorders (FDR). The backup FDR – called the Quick Access Recorder
(QAR) – contained data which give important information about what happened during the landing
roll. Data from the landing roll, recorded in the QAR, were available to the investigation team but were
not presented or discussed in the official report, for reasons that are unclear.
The QAR data show that Khowyter used the full length of the runway before turning onto the taxiway
and stopping the aircraft (Fig.3). The QAR data record ceases before engines #1 and #3 were stopped
which, according to eyewitnesses, occurred at about 1842.00. During the landing roll, the throttles on
engines #1 and #3 were adjusted four times, the thrust reversers were operated twice, and the aircraft
performed a 180o turn onto the taxiway (which was reportedly done with precision), all of which
indicates that the cabin crew were still alert and not yet suffering carbon monoxide poisoning. QAR
data do not include operation of the wheel brakes, so this aspect must be inferred from the speed and
thrust reverser data.
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Fig. 2: L1011 Tristar air conditioning and cabin pressure control systems
(a) The cabin air control system used air bled from the compressors of each of the three engines.
(b) The cabin pressure control panel, operated by Flight Engineer Curtis, was behind the pilots and
not readily visible to them. When set to normal (NORM) the outflow valves modulate automatically
to control cabin pressure. Curtis had set both valves to manual (MNL) before landing. The Tristar
Flight Handbook (section 5.06.04) states that there is NO automatic opening of the outflow valves on
touchdown in standby (STBY) or manual (MNL) modes. This is not discussed in the official report.
(c) (overleaf) Air conditioning summary. The two air outflow valves are shown underneath the fuselage
fore and aft. These were both found closed after accident. This is not discussed in the official report.
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After the accident, the landing gear control panel (Fig.4) was found with the brake system selector
switched to System C (Fig.5). (This is also new information not included in the official report.) Normally,
the brake system is always selected to System B. This is an unusual configuration - System C was the
emergency braking system. Take-off with System C selected was neither possible nor permitted.
Hence, the changeover to System C must have occurred after take-off, and if Khowyter had made such
a significant change, he would have announced it clearly. Since this does not occur on the cockpit voice
record, which failed just before landing, we must conclude that Khowyter changed to System C during
the landing roll.
The official report (p.28) notes that System B reservoir was depleted. The report also includes a
description of a post-accident assessment of the pressure integrity of a length of the system B
pipework, done in a laboratory, which shows it was leak tight – although it is not clear what this test
demonstrated. The depleted reservoir indicates that leakage must have occurred. Further evidence of
hydraulic problems is presented in Supplementary Materials C, which shows that hydraulic System B
began to lose pressure before 1835.00, and in Supplementary Materials D which shows how hydraulic
pressure problems caused no.4 spoiler retraction during final approach and landing3. This information
was not presented in the official report, although the report did note (p.29) “Testing revealed that the
slow retraction of No. 4 spoiler was associated with the decay of "B" hydraulic system pressure after
the shutdown of No.2 engine.” The official report further noted (p.28) that “the aluminum suction and
return lines (System B) were burned through” in the cargo hold where the fire had started. However,
the official report does not draw any conclusions about how, or indeed whether, this may have affected
the landing roll.
It is thus evident from the QAR data that Khowyter struggled to stop the aircraft after landing. A
sequence of events had led to failure of the wheel brakes and hence a prolonged landing roll. Fig.6
presents details of Flight Engineer Curtis’ pneumatics control. With reference to this diagram, the
relevant sequence of events is deduced as follows:
1. There was an ‘Area duct overheat’ alarm, announced by Curtis at 1832.22. This was caused by
the fire in the cargo hold which also will have caused damage to System B hydraulic pipework
described above.
2. Khowyter shutdown engine #2 at 1832.52 because of throttle control problems caused by the
fire.
3. The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) on this flight had been declared unavailable (‘placarded’). This
was within the rules (the ‘Minimum Equipment List’).
4. However, without either #2 engine or the APU, there will have been a high-flow lockout which
closed the air turbine motor (ATM) isolation valves that are required for maintaining pressure
in hydraulic Systems B and C.

3

In addition to controlling descent rate, spoilers provide extra downthrust after landing, which helps wheel
brake performance, but they had become ineffective due to low System B pressure and Khowyter stowed the
spoilers immediately after landing. See Supplementary Materials E for description of the spoiler control systems
on the L-1011 Tristar. The relevance of this aspect is probably secondary.
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5. There was a standard procedure for recovery after such a high-flow lockout. Curtis was
required to reset the system by depressing (‘unlatching’) all four of the affected closed valves
on his control panel.
6. Because Curtis failed to carry out the reset promptly, the above sequence meant that both air
turbine motors (ATMs), required for maintaining hydraulic pressure in Systems B and C, will
have shutdown, and hydraulic pressure will thereafter have been maintained only by the
reservoirs.
7. System B pressure began to decay after 1835.00, presumably via the burned-through section
of pipework in the cargo hold (discussed above).
8. When Khowyter eventually worked out what had happened to affect the wheel brakes (i.e.
that hydraulic pressure had been lost in System B), he switched to System C, which retained
enough pressure to stop the aircraft. This possibly happened during the U-turn onto the
taxiway because, from Fig.3, the aircraft stops quite sharply after arriving on the taxiway at
1838.20.
After landing, there were exchanges between the cockpit and the control tower, so we know the crew
were still conscious. Khowyter or Hasanain asked the tower if there was any fire visible in the tail of
the aircraft and the tower responded, after checking with the fire vehicles, that no fire was seen. At
1839:06, the control tower asked if Khowyter wanted to continue to the ramp or to shut down. The
aircraft replied “Standby” and then “Okay, we are shutting down the engines now and evacuating.”

Speed
Aircraft performs U-turn
onto taxiway

Aircraft
stopped

Throttle #3 engine

Throttle #1 engine

Thrust reverser #3 engine
Thrust reverser #1 engine

Fig.3: Flight Data Recorder (QAR) information from landing (1836.20) until the aircraft stopped moving
(1838.34). At this stage, the cockpit voice recorder had stopped working, and engine #2 had been shut
down when airborne. This shows that reverse thrust was used immediately after touchdown. Notably,
Khowyter kept adjusting the throttles of engines #1 and #3 during the U-turn onto the taxiway and
even after the aircraft had stopped. (These data were not presented in the official report.)
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Fig.4: Landing gear controls and the brake selector switch (‘Brake Sys Select’) were on the main control
panel. This shows the normal setting of the brake selector switch (‘Norm Sys B’). After the accident,
the brake selector switch was found selected to the emergency brake (‘Alt Sys C’).
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Fig.5: Multiple hydraulic systems on the L-1011 Tristar. Wheel brakes are shown at the bottom of the
diagram. System B was normally used for wheel brakes, with System C available as an emergency backup system.
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If Curtis failed to carry out the reset
(‘unlatch’) promptly, the above
sequence means that both air turbine
motors (ATMs), required for
maintaining hydraulic pressure in
Systems B and C, will have shutdown,
and hydraulic pressure will thereafter
have been maintained only by the
reservoirs. Pressure in both systems will
then have fallen leading to brake
failure. When Khowyter worked out
what had happened, he switched to
System C, the reservoir of which gave
enough pressure to stop the aircraft
on the taxiway.

The valve lockout circuits prevent the
valves from reopening until all
affected valve switches are unlatched
at the same time. (Flight Handbook
5.06.02:“If the lockout is accompanied
with the associated AREA OVHT light;
All Associated Valve Switches, Unlatch.”)

Sequence:1. Area duct overheat 1832.22
2. #2 engine shutdown 1832.52
3. #2 engine shutdown leads to
high air demand for two ATMs (to
replace the two hydraulic pumps
made inoperative by #2 engine
shutdown).
4. This leads to #2 excess flow trip
& closes ATM isolation valve (a.k.a.
aft fuselage isolation valve),
both crossbleed valves, and
#2 pack flow control valve,
shutting off air to ATMs. The excess
flow sensor switches are located just
upstream of each pack flow control
valve.

Pack flow control
valves not shown in
this diagram

Small Portion of
Flight Engineer’s
control panel

*As allowed by SV Flight Manual Section 1.03.80 Minimum
Equipment List (MMEL): “49-00-01 Auxiliary Power Unit
(APU) - May be inoperative.” The official report (p.29)
states, “Based on the aircraft records, the APU was
placarded inoperative.”
**Flight Handbook, 5.06.02 ‘Excess Pack Flow Lockout’.
*** Saudia Flight Operations Training Bulletin 83-02, 20
Feb 1983, “B Area OVHT and High Flow Lockout
Procedures”.
****Official accident Report - Page 38 "were burned
through at about FS 1753 (Figure 7). System "B" suction
line shows a petal type burst forward of the C-3 sidewall
burn through areas at about FS 1629"

Discussion:
#2 engine was shutdown, so no air was coming into the
aircraft from the engine or APU (which was declared
(‘placarded’) inoperative before flight)*. Thus, when #2 Air
Conditioning Pack locked out due to high flow sensing, the
two crossbleed valves closed. When this happened both
ATMs shutdown from lack of air. At the same time the
engines were transitioning to ground idle, and the thrust
reversers were using their air turbines as they were being
deployed. The conditions were perfect for a high flow
lockout. This high flow lock out mechanism was identified
in the Flight Manual** and was re-stated, after the
accident, in a Saudia Training Bulletin***. B system
hydraulic pressure had reduced hydraulic pressure due to
the suction line burst**** and loss of pressure was shown
by spoiler blowdown in flight. Khowyter switched to
Alternate brakes (System C) and at this moment C ATM
shut down for lack of air. To maintain the air flow to the
ATM all the switches mentioned in the bulletin have to be
unlatched and only after all had been unlatched could
Curtis have pushed them back in to regain air to the C
ATM. At this point it appears Curtis failed to respond
correctly or in good time. He had to reset the excess flow
lockout immediately to allow for the emergency stop. He
failed to do so.
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Fig.6: Explanation of how #2 engine shutdown contributed to System B hydraulic failure. See text.
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After a critical further minute and a half, at 1840:33, the aircraft reported to the control tower
“Affirmative, we are trying to evacuate now.” This was the last transmission received from the aircraft.
An eyewitness who had followed the aircraft onto the taxiway in a car said later that he had observed
fire through the windows on the left-hand side of the cabin. He could not see any movement on board.
It therefore seems quite likely that, by this time, many or even all passengers and flight attendants
will already have been dead or dying from carbon monoxide poisoning.
In the official report, the engines were reported to have been shut down about three minutes after
the aircraft stopped, which would be about 1842:00. (Timing of engine shutdown is uncertain. There
was no data record after the aircraft stopped moving.) At about 1843.00 smoke engulfed the aircraft
as fire broke out within the fuselage. Firemen tried to open the doors, at first unsuccessfully. The front
left hand (L1) door, which opened inwards and upwards, could not be opened because of bodies piled
behind the door. Eventually, at about 1905 hours, the R2 door was opened, but the rescuers had to
run back from the plane as fire began again as air entered through the door. When rescuers at last
gained access, all the bodies of the passengers and the cabin crew were found crowded at the front
of the passenger cabin, apparently trying to escape the smoke and flames coming from the aft hold.

4. The prolonged landing roll: Khowyter’s perspective
An explanation of Khowyter’s actions requires seeing the problem from Khowyter’s viewpoint. Here
we must move from fact to deduction since we have no voice record. If we assume that Khowyter was
fully alert and thinking clearly throughout the landing roll, then the following scenario can be proposed
(best read in conjunction with Fig.3):
After the initial period of reverse thrust, wheel brakes were not operating with full
effectiveness (due to fire damage to hydraulic System B and Curtis’ failure to reset the highflow lockout of the ATM isolation valves), so Khowyter switched to System C. The timing of
this is unclear but was before 1838.20 because, thereafter, the wheel brakes worked properly,
as evidenced by sharp deceleration at that point. The build-up of fumes will have started at or
about the point of touchdown when Curtis closed the aft air outflow valve while leaving the
air packs (air conditioning units) operating – with fatal consequences, because fume
concentration and air pressure will have increased. Khowyter must have become aware of
this, from his own sense of smell and/or from increased noise and panic from the passenger
cabin. From his training and experience, he would have expected that he could increase
airflow into the aircraft by increasing engine speed (see Fig.2(a)). However, he also wanted to
stop the plane, so he kept reverse thrust on engine #3 as he coasted along the runway. He
used almost the entire length of the runway – the data suggest the wheel brakes had lost
effectiveness. By 1837.35, the fumes had become bad enough that he increased the throttles
on both engines #1 and #3 to try to improve air flow through the cabin, but this caused the
aircraft to begin to accelerate again as he entered the high-speed U-turn onto the taxiway.
Part-way through the U-turn, he again increased the throttles on both engines, while also reapplying reverse thrust on both engines. He then reduced throttles and ceased reverse thrust
on both engines (while still carrying out the U-turn) – it is perhaps at this point that he realised
he should switch to System C wheel brakes. He did so and the aircraft decelerated sharply to
a halt on the taxiway. Finally, near the end of the QAR data record at about 1838.40, with the
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aircraft more-or-less stationary, he briefly increased engine speed again in a final effort to
improve air quality. All these attempts to improve cabin air quality were, of course, to no avail,
because Curtis had closed the aft outflow valve. The cabin pressure control system was trying
to blow air into a sealed space, trapping the fumes and increasing the cabin pressure. This was
the exact opposite of what Curtis should have done – the procedures call for outflow valves
to be opened fully on landing.
Khowyter was dealing with numerous issues simultaneously – his workload was intense (see
Supplementary Materials A and F). He was making an emergency landing, engine #2 had failed, the
spoilers were not working properly, there was fire in the aft hold and smoke in the cabin, the
passengers were panicking, and the wheel brakes were ineffective.

5. Summary and conclusions
After the fire in the aft hold was first detected, Captain Khowyter made a serious mistake: he in effect
delegated the turnaround decision to Flight Engineer Curtis. Curtis responded by repeatedly testing
the fire alarms (with each test cycle letting more air into the hold), before eventually venturing into
the passenger cabin to confirm that there really was smoke in the cabin. Only at that point – five-anda-half minutes after the first fire alarm - did Khowyter turn the aircraft round and head back to Riyadh.
Probably shortly after turnaround, Curtis closed the forward air outflow valve. This may have been an
attempt to help clear the fumes from the back of the passenger cabin, although the smoke removal
procedure called for both outflow valves to be open. This was not discussed with Khowyter.
Fumes increased during the descent into Riyadh, which led to panic in the passenger cabin. Then
engine #2’s throttle stuck, and it was shut down. Khowyter told the Riyadh control tower that he
wanted fire trucks available – which implies he intended to make an emergency stop for evacuation –
although he never formally declared an emergency. Curtis repeatedly asked Khowyter about
evacuation while still airborne, while Khowyter was extremely busy. (In any case, Saudia cabin crew
had the authority to initiate an evacuation should the situation dictate it (official report, p.72).)
Smoke was seen coming from the aircraft during final approach but, after landing, the smoke emission
stopped. The interpretation presented here is that Curtis closed the rear air outflow valve upon
landing (having previously closed the forward valve - both were found closed after the accident) while
the air packs (air conditioning units) remained operational. This was a fatal action which left the
fuselage pressurised and allowed fumes to build up. This action will subsequently have prevented
doors from being opened. The reasons for this are not understood – it may have been a simple
mistake. It can probably be assumed that Curtis did not discuss this action with Khowyter, because
Khowyter continued to behave as if he believed fumes were being cleared from the cabin via the
outflow valves (i.e. he repeatedly throttled up the engines as if he were trying to improve air flow
through the cabin).
During the landing roll, Khowyter found the wheel brakes were not working effectively. Engine #2
shutdown had indirectly led to a high-flow lockout of the ATMs, and hydraulic pipe damage due to the
fire led to hydraulic pressure decay in System B. Curtis should have dealt with this by resetting the
system - a standard procedure – but in the heat of the crisis he did not do so.
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Khowyter evidently became aware of fumes getting worse, so he tried to use engine throttles to
increase fresh air flow through the fuselage, while using intermittent reverse thrust to slow the landing
roll. He used almost the entire length of the runway before turning – still travelling quite fast, as
demonstrated by QAR data showing high lateral acceleration – through 180o onto the taxiway. Here,
he switched to hydraulic System C and finally he was able to bring the aircraft to a halt using wheel
brakes. After one further attempt to improve fresh air ingress by temporarily increasing throttles, he
shut down the engines at or before 1842.00. At about that time, all on board were overcome by fumes
and died. Gross fire occurred within the fuselage at about 1843.00 as flammable fumes burned in the
available oxygen. Ground crew opened a door at about 1905.00, after which air ingress led to further
fire.
The official inquiry report incorrectly lays almost all the blame on Khowyter, which is unjust.
Khowyter’s principal mistake was that he failed, at first, to treat the fire alarms with sufficient urgency.
He let Curtis decide whether the fire alarms were genuine. Curtis took a crucial five-and-a-half minutes
to make this decision. Thereafter Khowyter took control and tried until the very end to save the aircraft
and the lives of those on board, but he was stymied by ineffective wheel brakes (due to leakage in
hydraulic System B) and loss of the air turbine motors ATMs) (which led to decay of hydraulic
pressure). Curtis should have reset the ATMs, but he did not do so. This meant Khowyter could not
make an emergency stop. Furthermore, Curtis had closed both fuselage air ventilation valves, so fumes
built up, cabin pressure increased preventing evacuation, and all on board died from carbon monoxide
poisoning.
Culpability is therefore shared between Khowyter and Curtis, but most of the blame must lie with
Curtis. Curtis was at best marginally competent and his decision-making was flawed. He seemed to
become confused in the crisis and he focussed on relatively unimportant matters. Curtis’ closure of
the aft air ventilation valve after landing led directly to the deaths of 301 passengers and crew. The
other member of the flight crew, Hasanain, had a junior role in the emergency.
The official report of the accident does not discuss why there was a protracted landing roll, despite
evidence being available to the investigating team. In particular, the official report does not discuss
the significance of loss of hydraulic pressure upon wheel braking and the role of Curtis in failing to
reset the ATMs after the high-flow lockout. The official report does not apportion any blame to Curtis
– yet it was Curtis’ closure of the aft airflow valve that sealed the fates of all on board.
The failings of the official report are difficult to explain. The report was written by a Saudi government
agency, with technical support from Lockheed. The Saudi government also owned Saudi Arabian
Airlines. It is quite clear that much of the additional information reported here was known to the
investigation team, but they chose not to use it.
Khowyter’s workload in the last few minutes was intense, yet he successfully landed a stricken aircraft.
The errors, actions and inactions of Curtis prevented a rapid stop and caused toxic fumes to
accumulate, which caused the deaths of all on board. Khowyter was unfairly vilified by the official
report.
In 21st century terms, the Saudia 163 accident occurred on an aircraft using complex analogue
equipment subsystems, which required a flight engineer to monitor them. Modern aircraft do not
require flight engineers, so division of responsibilities between pilots and flight engineer does not
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arise. Also, digital control and display systems should ensure all necessary information is available to
the pilots (pace the 2018 and 2019 Boeing 737 Max accidents). Furthermore, all large passenger
aircraft have high-fidelity full-scope simulators where pilots can rehearse their responses to
emergency situations.

Fig.7: (top) A view towards the cockpit after bodies had been removed.
(bottom) A view of the rear of the plane, showing #2 engine collapsed into the cabin and signs of the
heat of the fire in the aft baggage hold.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary Materials A: SV163 abnormal conditions and selected interactions with Captain
Khowyter
The information here demonstrates the intense workload of Captain Khowyter during the
emergency. He had to deal with multiple failures and extreme multi-tasking, especially during final
approach and landing roll-out.
The key points, where decisions are made that ultimately prove fatal, are item 2 (Khowyter asks
Curtis to investigate), item 3 (Curtis takes 4m 30s to reach a conclusion), and item 44 (Curtis closes
the air outflow valve). If any of these had been different, there might not have been a disaster.
Failure of hydraulic System B before 1834.50 (item 36) made matter worse.

Key for colour coding:
‘Normal landing activities’
Comms with Riyadh airport control
Hydraulic pressure issues
Ventilation control and fume build-up
Engine #2 problems
Cabin crew issues re passengers
Other concerns raised by Curtis

Abnormal condition

1
2

1814.53
1815.55

B aft cargo smoke detector (Curtis)
A aft cargo smoke detector (Curtis)
Khowyter said “So, we got to be turning back,

right?” asking Curtis to make the decision.

3

1820.27

Request return to Riyadh

4

1820.33

Cleared for return to Riyadh “at any altitude you
want”

5
5a

1820.37
About 1820

6
7

1821.09
1821.04
repeatedly
until
landing
1821.24

Riyadh is asked: “Please alert the fire trucks”
Curtis may have selected ‘manual’ and closed the
forward outflow valve to try to clear smoke from
aft.
Riyadh asks how many passengers on board
Panic in passenger cabin – repeated efforts to get
passengers to remain in seats, etc

8

Request from Riyadh: how many passengers?
Hasanain refers this to Khowyter

Comment

Flight
phase

Khowyter asks Curtis
to investigate. Curtis
carries out repeat
tests of fire alarms
before going into
cabin to check for fire.
This happens after
Curtis has confirmed
fire in cabin (5m34s
after first alarm).
Khowyter applied
speed brakes (spoilers)
for rapid descent.
Exact time unknown

Unnecessary diversion

CLIMB

Time

RETURN TO RIYADH

Item

Hasanain can’t even
deal with this himself!
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1822.31

10

1822.50

11
12

1823.10
1823.40

13
14
15
16

1824.16
1825.26
1825.41
1825.45

17

1825.59

18

1826.34

19

1826.34

20

1828.54

21

1829.01

22

1829.34

23

1829.53

24

25

1830.41
and
1831.34
1831.30

26

1831.42

29

1831.58

30

1832.10

31

1832.19

32
33
34
35
36
37

1832.52
1833.08
1833.31
1834.04
1834.25
Between
1834.40
and landing
1834.44

38

39
40

About
1834.50
1835.06

Cabin crew member “Do we have to take the carts
back?”
“Did we declare emergency?” “Negative”. “Ask for
the fire trucks”.
Curtis “We definitely want preference to land”
Khowyter and Hasanain begin landing checklist
Smoke detector aural warning
Khowyter “Engine #2 throttle stuck”
“At L4 there is fire”. “Well go put it out.”
Riyadh asks again about how many passengers are
on board and fuel endurance.
“Riyadh Saudi Arabia 163, we have an actual fire in
the cabin right now”
Khowyter “Engine #2 stuck there so something
wrong with it, I’m gonna be shut it down”
Cabin crew member “…people are fighting in the
aisles”
Hasanain(?) to Riyadh “Please advise fire trucks to
be at tail of the airplane after touch, please”
Cabin crew “Captain, there is too much smoke in
the back”
Curtis “Okay I’m going to test the system again”
(Proceeds to test smoke detectors)
Khowyter “Now number two is stuck there the
engine”
Khowyter/Hasanain landing checks. Flaps adjusted
for landing.
Cabin crew member to Khowyter “Shall we
evacuate?”
More landing checklist activities

Curtis asks (again) about closing fuel valves after
landing
Cabin crew member asks Khowyter about
evacuating passengers after plane stops.
Curtis “The area duct overheat”
Khowyter shuts down engine #2.
Curtis “I’ll keep our speed up as much as possible”
Gear down
Cabin crew demonstrate impact position
Khowyter “Complete final checklist”
Between 1000 ft and touchdown, Curtis should
have depressurised the aircraft.
Curtis “Both loops A and B are out”. This is
apparently a reference to the smoke alarms in the
aft cargo hold going out of an alarm state.
Hydraulic pressure in System B begins to fall
(Appendix C).
Curtis “Aft cargo door is open sir”

Unnecessary diversion
Khowyter is not in
‘emergency’ mode?
NOT emergency
checklist

Unnecessary diversion

Pointless
Throttle stuck
NOT emergency
checklist

Curtis says twice “No
smoking sign”.
Unnecessary diversion
Unnecessary diversion
Unnecessary diversion
Indication of spreading
fire
??

He did not do so.

DURING FINAL APPROACH

9

December 2020

Unnecessary
diversion.

Impossible to do
anything
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1835.17

42

1835.25

43

1835.36

44

1835.42

Curtis “Okay, that’s good, you got low pressure on
number two”

45

1835.57

Khowyter “Tell them, tell them to not evacuate”

46
47

1836.24
During
landing roll

END OF CVR TAPE and touchdown
Curtis closes the aft outflow valves after landing –
so fumes build up, and cabin pressure increased.

48

During
landing roll

Khowyter struggles with poor wheel brakes and
slow aircraft deceleration

49

During
landing roll

Khowyter tries to increase air change by increasing
engine speeds while using thrust reversers to
prevent excessive acceleration.

50

Khowyter does high-speed U-turn onto taxiway
(because wheel brakes have not worked properly)

52

1837.31
until
1838.20
About
1838.33
1839.21

53

1840.33

51

Curtis “The girls want to know if you want
evacuate the airplane”
Curtis “That is A again”. This is apparently a
reference to a smoke alarm in the aft cargo hold
going into an alarm state.
Khowyter “Hydraulic”

Khowyter changes to hydraulic System C, thus
enabling the wheel brakes, and stops aircraft
SV163 to tower “OK, we are shutting down the
engines and evacuating”
SV163 to tower “Affirmative, we are trying to
evacuate now”

Unnecessary
diversion.
Khowyter notes
System B pressure
falling
This appears to be a
reference to #2
engine, which has
been shutdown
Did he mean “…… until
I give go-ahead”?
This is the fatal error.
Fumes accumulate,
and the pressure rise
stops doors from
opening.
This was caused by
System B low
pressure.
Thrust reversers are
not supposed to be
used below 60 kt.
Hence this indicates
Khowyter is trying to
clear fumes while
struggling with brake
problems

LANDING ROLL

41

December 2020

Last transmission
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Supplementary Materials B: Other miscellaneous information

1. Riyadh International Airport:
Field Elevation: 2082 ft.
Location: Airport reference point is 24°43’03"N, 46°43'15"E
Landing Length: 3330 Meters (10990 ft.)

2. SV163 details:
Lockheed L-1011 TriStar HZ-AHK was owned and operated by Saudi Arabian Airlines (Saudia) and
departed Karachi, Pakistan, on Tuesday 19 August 1980 as Saudia Flight No. 163 (SV 163) for Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia, with a scheduled intermediate stop at Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
The aircraft left Karachi at 1322 (GMT) and was airborne at 1332, scheduled departure was 1320. The
2h34m flight from Karachi to Riyadh was uneventful. The aircraft landed at 1606 and arrived at the
gate at 1622, all passengers disembarked with their carry-on baggage for immigration and customs
clearance. Baggage for all passengers, both continuing and deplaning was unloaded from the airplane.
Fuel was added to provide a total of 28,000 kg at departure. Continuation passengers who had
deplaned were boarded along with those passengers joining the flight in Riyadh, their baggage was
loaded, and the aircraft departed the gate at 1750, (scheduled departure was 1745) with a ramp
weight of 165,906 kg. The aircraft was airborne at 1808 with a total of 301 people on board (287
passengers, which included 14 infants, 3 flight crew members and 11 cabin attendants).
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Supplementary Materials C: Evidence of hydraulic pressure loss in System B during descent
The diagram below dates from the time of the accident investigation, although it was not presented
in the official report. It shows that pressure in hydraulic System B began to fall during the descent into
Riyadh, just before 1835.00.
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Supplementary Materials D: Hydraulic systems issues - synchronised voice and data recording
The following extracts are from the Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) data readings, which have been
manually synchronised with the Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) transcript. This illustrates the loss of
hydraulic System B pressure commencing at about 1834:42, and some of the consequences.
Both the DFDR and the CVR, located in the Aft Cargo Compartment, failed at touchdown. There was
no alternate recorder for the CVR. There was a second recorder system for the DFDR, the Quick Access
Recorder (QAR), which is a maintenance system which mirrors the DFDR data. The QAR, physically
located in the forward electronics compartment, continued recording the landing roll through turnoff
onto the taxiway.
The L-1011 Tristar incorporated Direct Lift Control (DLC) - a pitch-smoothing flight control system
within its spoilers. The spoilers are panels on top of the wings that can extend to create drag/reduce
lift. The pilot pulls on a handle to control their position. The maximum deployment angle is 45 degrees.
Upon landing, the spoilers are also deployed, normally automatically, to kill lift and to apply more
downthrust on the main gear wheels so that the anti-skid system can become armed to operate as
soon as possible. This is especially critical when landing on a wet runway, or for an emergency landing
and stop. DLC enables the pilot to keep the aircraft smoothly on the flightpath during final approach
to landing. DLC was uniquely a feature of the L-1011 Tristar.
The following shows that Khowyter had no DLC control of the spoilers by the time SV163 touched
down, because of loss of hydraulic pressure in System B. This confirms that wheel brakes will also
have been ineffective, at least until System C was engaged.
18:21.04 Captain Khowyter manually moves speed brake handle to mid position. Surface position data
show spoilers LH4 (Hydraulic Systems “B”) and RH2 (“D”) extend from 0 to 27 degrees; spoilers LH5
(“C”) and RH6 (“B”) extend from 0 to 5 degrees.
18:30.36: First Officer Hasanain extends flaps to 4 degrees. Spoilers LH5 (“C”) and RH6 (“B”) retract to
0 degrees.
18:32:52: Khowyter “Okay, I’m shutting down engine number two”.
18:34.42: Hydraulic System “B” losing pressure. Spoiler LH4 (“B”) starts to retract. Air pressure against
extended spoiler LH4 overcomes “B” system hydraulic pressure. Within 28 seconds LH4 spoiler panel
retracts from 27 to 0 degrees. [Speed: 170 knots; Altitude: 780 feet]
18:35.10: Spoiler LH4 (“B”) fully retracted. All other spoilers remain active. [Speed: 170 knots; Altitude:
640 feet]
18:35.12: Khowyter manually stows speed brake handle.
18:35.12: Hasanain extends flaps from 28 degrees to 33 degrees
18:35.12: Spoiler RH2 (“D”) begins responding to DLC commands
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18:35.12: Spoiler RH6 (“B”) extends from 0 degrees to 2 degrees
18:35.16: Spoiler RH6 (“B”) at 2 degrees
18:35:18: Flap extension to 33 degrees complete
18:35.24: Khowyter “Okay flaps thirty-three”
18:35:25: Hasanain “Thirty-three on the flaps” [Speed: 164 knots; Altitude: 490 feet]
18:35.36: Khowyter says “Hydraulic”
18:35.42: Flight Engineer Curtis responds to Khowyter’s “Hydraulic” with “Okay, that’s good, you got
low pressure number two”. Curtis appears to be referring to engine number 2 shutdown at 18:32:52?
18:36.15: Touchdown. Both bogies flat.
18:36.15: Spoiler RH2 (“D”) extends from 0 degrees to 50 degrees over 2 seconds
18:36.15 Spoiler LH4 (“B”) extends to 4 degrees over 4 seconds
18:36.15 Spoiler LH4 (“B”) retracts from 5 degrees to 0 degrees over 8 seconds
18:36:19: Spoiler RH6 (“B”) retracts from 2 degrees to 0 degrees and stays for remainder of data
recording
(1836.24 Touchdown)
18:36.27: Khowyter manually stows speed brake handle. All spoilers now at 0 degrees
18:36.44 Spoiler RH2 (“D”) no longer responding to DLC commands.
After landing, the Normal checklist required: “Check normal and alternate brake pressure indicators
for approximately 3,000 PSI. If normal brakes or anti-skid become inoperative or ineffective, place
selector to ALT SYS C”. Hence it seems likely that, sometime during the landing roll, hydraulic System
C will have been selected.
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Supplementary Materials E: Spoiler control by the Direct Lift Control (DLC) and Auto Ground Spoilers
(AGS) systems
There are six hydraulically operated spoiler panels on each wing. They are numbered 1 to 6 from the
wing root outboard. Various spoiler panels function as in-flight speed brakes, roll control and direct
lift control when flaps are extended and as automatic ground spoilers.
Roll augmentation is provided only after flaps are extended more than 3 degrees. Spoiler panels will
only extend 40 degrees on the side toward the turn. If spoiler panels No. 2, 3 and 4 are already
extended, they will extend further on the one side, but will not decrease on the other. Maximum
spoiler deflection under any condition is 60°. Spoiler panels No. 5 and 6 provide roll augmentation
only once the flaps are extended and therefore are not involved with mixing spoiler functions.
Each spoiler is powered by a single system, but the system distribution is such that any hydraulic
system failure affecting the outboard four spoilers, where maximum roll authority exists, will be
symmetrical. Spoilers extend symmetrically with pilot manual input to the speed brake lever or
automatically for direct lift control or ground spoilers. A hydraulic servo acts as a power boost for the
speed brake lever and provides the automatic Direct Lift Control (DLC)/Auto Ground Spoilers (AGS)
inputs. A follow-up causes the lever to move with the spoilers. The pilot can manually override the
servo hydraulic power and may also remove its hydraulics by pressing the disable switch on top of the
lever. Without hydraulic assist, manual movement of the lever requires increased force. The lever is
then spring loaded to the forward position.
DLC is used during the approach. When activated, spoilers 1 through 4 extend to about 8 degrees and
then modulate between 16 degrees and 0 degrees to control the lift of the wing in response to control
column movement. The amount of spoiler movement required for DLC and a simultaneous roll input
will be summed for a maximum movement of 56 degrees. DLC operates when the flap lever is
extended beyond 30 degrees and any two throttles are retarded below maximum continuous thrust.
DLC is deactivated with any of the following:
Stall warning
Go around switch activated
Any of two throttles advanced
Flaps retracted to less than 30 degrees
Pilot manual override
Pilot assist disable switch pressed
System failures.
AGS is armed when the flap lever is extended beyond 30 degrees and any two throttles are retarded
less than maximum continuous thrust. An on the ground signal from both main landing gears will now
extend spoilers 1 through 4 to 60 degrees. If one main landing gear senses an on-ground condition
before the other, the spoilers will only partially deploy until both landing gear are on the ground. The
system will also extend spoilers when reverse thrust is selected on any two throttles.
AGS is deactivated by any of the following:
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Any two throttles advanced
Flaps retracted to less than 30 degrees
Pilot assist disable switch pressed
Loss of hydraulic system C System failure.
DLC and AGS operation is monitored on the Flight Control Electronics System panel. Failure of each
channel is annunciated by a FAIL light. A single failure does not disable direct lift control or
autospoilers. If both channels have failed, only manual operation of speed brakes and ground spoilers
is available. All faults which inhibit auto ground spoiler deployment will cause the AUTO GND SPLRS
INOP light to come on at the pilot's annunciator panel. Manual operation of ground spoilers will then
be required.
Left and right spoilers 5 and 6 operate as speed brakes only with the flaps up. With the flaps not up,
these spoiler panels shift to roll control only. If the spoilers left and right 5 and 6 have not shifted to
the proper mode of operation, PUSH legend will come on in the Left 5 and 6 and Right 5 and 6 spoiler
switches. Unlatching these switches will shut down these spoiler actuators.
Left and right spoiler No. 1 functions as speed brakes with the flaps not up and are disabled with the
flaps up. If these spoilers do not disable with the flaps up, the ROLL SPEED BRAKE light will come on at
the pilot’s annunciator panel. In this case unlatching the L & R 1 switch will shut down these spoiler
actuators. The PUSH light in the No. 1 switch will illuminate if the No. 1 spoiler panels are not in the
retracted position when they should be.
The ROLL SPEED BRAKE light will also come on if spoiler panels 2, 3 and 4 do not shift to the proper
function with flap operation. Flaps up; roll input not deactivated. Flaps down; roll function not
activated.
Whether the ROLL SPEED BRAKE light is signalling a problem in spoiler panels 2, 3, and 4 or panels 1
can be determined by observing the flight control position indicator as the ailerons are activated. A
malfunctioning system should be deactivated for that flap position.
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Supplementary Materials F: Summary of expected actions during the emergency if the flight crew
had followed all relevant procedures - Khowyter’s impossible workload
The table below identifies the major ‘abnormal’ or ‘emergency’ actions that the flight crew should,
in principle, have implemented. These were in addition to dealing with urgent questions from Riyadh
airport, Flight Engineer Curtis, and cabin crew. The key point here is that the workload on Khowyter
was impossible. With modern full-scope simulators and a lot of practice for this scenario, a welldrilled and experienced crew could probably have coped.
Time
after
1814.53

after
1820.27

Event
Fire in cargo
hold

Rapid
descent and
emergency
landing

Required action
Emergency procedure checklist:
AFT CARGO SMOKE -3.10.09
1. Aft cargo heat switch, out
2. Consider landing at the nearest suitable
airport.
SMOKE REMOVAL- 3.10.09
1. High pressure & engine Isolation. valves,
open
2. Packs, on
3. Cool air overboard valve, open, light out
4. Cabin altitude selector, 10,000 feet
5. Cabin pressure rate selector, maximum
6. All cockpit fresh air valves, open
Emergency procedure checklist:
RAPID DESCENT - 3.10.14
1. Continuous ignition, on
2. Throttles, close
3. Extend speed brake fully, up
4. Autopilot, off
5. Descend
a. Bank aircraft 30° and
nosedown 10° below horizon.
b. As aircraft accelerates, roll out of
bank. maximum speed, Vmo minus 10 kts.
c. If structural integrity is in doubt,
limit airspeed and manoeuvring loads.
6. 2000 feet before level-off altitude, reduce
sink rate by half. 1000 feet before level-off
altitude, speed brake, down
7. Continuous ignition, check
EMERGENCY LANDING - 3.10.15
Notify ATC, company, flight attendants, &
passengers.
Before landing
1. Shoulder & seat belts, fasten
2. As appropriate, fuel jettison
3. Depressurize & pack valves, close
4. Outflow valves manually, open
5. Landing gear, down
6. Flaps 33°
7. Log final check list, complete
8. Emergency lights, on
FLIGHT HANDBOOK, 3.01.01
During emergency conditions, silence the aural
warning(s) promptly to improve crew
coordination.

Comment

Khowyter in effect delegated
the ‘turn around’ decision to
Curtis, who took more than 5
minutes to confirm there was
smoke.
Curtis probably closed the
forward air outflow valve at
about 1820.00.

General: Most items on these
checklists require a call and
response between the
captain and the first officer or
flight engineer. CVR shows
this was only done
sporadically.
Khowyter did not formally
declare an emergency,
although this was implicit
from his exchanges with
Riyadh airport regarding the
availability of fire vehicles,
and by his steep descent up
to 4000 feet/minute).

Curtis probably closed the
forward air outflow valve at
about 1820.00

This was not done.
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after
1825.26

Engine #2
problems

Emergency procedure checklist:
ENGINE FAILURE/TURBINE APU FIRE - 3.10.04
1.Throttle close
2. Fuel & ign switch, off
3. Fuel panel, check
4. Hydraulic power, check
5. Electrical power, check
Also detailed procedures in Flight Handbook.
Follow two-engine landing procedure:
“During the approach, the rudder is the primary
control used to correct for asymmetric thrust.
Use the rudder to maintain directional control
with near zero yaw and wings level. With
correct use of rudder, the control wheel will be
centred. With a displaced control wheel, the
spoilers are partially raised, increasing drag and
reducing lateral control. Vref and flap extension
speeds are the same as with a three-engine
approach and landing. Fly a normal approach,
centring the trim at approximately 50 feet AGL.
Perform a normal landing.”

after
1825.41

Fire in
passenger
cabin

Emergency procedure checklists:
AIR CONDITIONING SMOKE - 3.10.01
1.Oxygen mask, smoke goggles and
interphone, on
2. Oxygen regulators, all levers, up
3. Flt station air supply knob, in
4. Crossbleed valves, close
5. Eng 1 isln valve, close
IF SMOKE CONTINUES:
6. Eng 1 isln valve, open
7. Eng 2 isln valve, close
IF SMOKE CONTINUES:
8. Eng 2 isln valve, open
9. Eng 3 isln valve, close
SMOKE REMOVAL - 3.10.09
1. High pressure & eng isln valves, open
2. Packs, on
3. Cool air overboard valve, open, light out
4. Cabin altitude selector, 10,000'
5. Cabin pressure rate selector, maximum
6. All cockpit fresh air valves, open
Flight Handbook, section 5.06.01:
The immediate area surrounding the
pneumatic ducting in the aircraft is
continuously monitored for high temperature
air leaks by dual loop overheat detectors.
The dual loop system operates with OR-type
logic. This means that both loops are armed to
detect an overheat but either loop sensing an
overheat will cause the AREA OVHT light to
come in the flight station. Thus, when an AREA
OVHT light illuminates, it must be determined
whether one loop or both loops are indicating
an overheat condition. If only one loop is
indicating the overheat condition, it will be

1832.22

‘Area duct
overheat’
alarm

December 2020

Engine #2 was shut down at
1832.52.

Flight crew did not put on
oxygen masks.
Cabin crew used fire
extinguishers locally.

Curtis probably closed the
forward air outflow valve at
about 1820.00.
There is no evidence that any
actions were taken in
response to this.
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after
1832.52

1834.40

1835.06

High-flow
lockout
(flowing
engine #2
shutdown)
and closure
of ATM
isolation
valves
Below 1000
ft

necessary to determine whether this indication
is valid.
If the AREA OVHT light has remained on for 20
seconds, select and test each loop.
Flight Handbook, 5.06.02 ‘Excess Pack Flow
Lockout’. Unlatch all affected valves to reset
lockout.

Normal procedure: Depressurise cabin

‘Aft cargo
door open’
alarm
Touchdown
Emergency
stop

None identified in emergency or abnormal
procedures or in systems manual.

after
1836.24

Wheel
brakes
failure

See ‘High-flow lockout’ after 1832.52, above.

after
1836.24

Rapid buildup of fumes
after landing

after
1836.24

Evacuation

1836.24
after
1836.24

No emergency procedure?

Emergency procedure checklists:
AFTER LANDING/EVACUATION -3.10.15
1. Parking brake, on
2. Fuel & ign switches, off
3. Emergency lights, on
4. Evacuation alarm, on
5. Fire pull handles, pull
6. No.2 tank valve, close
7. As appropriate, fire extinguisher
discharge
8. Direct evacuation.

December 2020

Not done (Curtis).
This inaction led to loss of
hydraulic pressure in System
B and failure of the wheel
brakes on landing. Spoilers
were also affected - see
Supplementary Materials C.
This is not discussed in the
official report.
Not done (Curtis). This is not
discussed in the official
report.
No action was practicable in
any case.

Implicitly, this is part of the
emergency landing
procedure, but there are no
explicit instructions for
emergency stopping.
Khowyter improvised by
extended and repeated use of
reverse thrust. At some point
in the landing roll he realised
he should change to hydraulic
System C and then brought
the aircraft to a halt. This is
not discussed in the official
report.
Curtis closed the aft air
outflow valve sometime just
after landing.
Khowyter improvised by
increasing engine speeds to
try to improve air flow – but
closed valves prevented this
working, and also kept the
fuselage pressurised.
This is not discussed in the
official report.
Evacuation was not possible
because the fuselage
remained pressurised and
engines remained running
until about 1842.00, by which
time most people were
already dead or dying.
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Supplementary Materials G: Flight profile
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Supplementary Materials H: Other issues
1. At no point during the crisis was there any suggestion made by the flight crew that passenger
oxygen masks could be made available. The official report simply notes that “the flight station
oxygen system and the passenger oxygen system were not utilised during the flight”. The flight
crew were breathing the same air as the passengers. Like the passengers, the flight crew died of
carbon monoxide poisoning. They died in their seats. Soon after the fire alarms, they should have
donned their smoke masks and used crew oxygen, but they did not. However, the passenger
oxygen emergency system would not have provided pure oxygen – instead, the system mixed
oxygen from canisters with ambient air, so passengers would still have died of carbon monoxide
poisoning.
2. One eyewitness, Michael Busby, who lived near Riyadh airport and watched events on the runway,
published his account on the internet in 20104. He says the reason Khowyter did not stop the
aircraft immediately after landing was that King Khalid’s Boeing 747 was rolling on the runway at
the time Flight 163 landed. (The official report, in witness interview with Nasser Al-Mansour (page
147), does indeed note that the King’s Boeing 747 was taking off at about this time, but no further
comment is made.) Busby says Saudi protocol required everything at the airport to stop moving
while the King’s plane was rolling, regardless of circumstances. He also says that Captain Khowyter
will have known the King’s plane was moving, and that “a Saudi pilot was not going to risk
beheading due to the King’s ire”. Busby’s account is problematic, however; for example, he says
that even ground emergency crew could not move until the King’s plane was ‘wheels up’, and yet
we know that Flight 163 was chased down the runway by emergency vehicles, so these versions
seem inconsistent. Also, his claim that the King was in Riyadh at the time of the accident is
incorrect; the King did not arrive in Riyadh until the following morning. There was a royal plane
awaiting take-off at Riyadh, but the king was not on board.
3. The official report put almost all the blame on Captain Khowyter: “Factors contributing to the final
fatal results of this accident were (1) the failure of the Captain to prepare the cabin crew for
immediate evacuation upon landing, and his failure in not making a maximum stop landing on the
runway, with immediate evacuation, (2) the failure of the Captain to properly utilize his flight crew
throughout the emergency (3) the failure of C/F/R (crash/fire/rescue) headquarters management
personnel to insure that its personnel had adequate equipment and training to function as
required during an emergency.” This seems grossly unfair. No attempt was made in the report to
explain why Khowyter made a long landing roll.

4

http://www.scribd.com/doc/38040625/Death-of-An-Airplane-The-Appalling-Truth-About-Saudia-AirlinesFlight-163
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